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Message from the Principal
?Fearfully and Wonderfully Made? is our theme this school year. This
phrase is found in one of my favourite chapters of the Bible, Psalm 139.
If you want to be lifted up and encouraged, read Psalm 139 a few times.
This Psalm reminds us all that God knew us before we were born, He
knows how we were formed before our birth, He knows what we think,
He knows when we hide, and His thoughts ?outnumber the grains of
sand.?
After learning about how thoroughly God knows us the Psalmist writes
this line, ?Such knowledge is too wonderful for me, too lofty for me to
attain.?
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Guelph Community Christian School is a place that wants to help our
students learn about God?s incredible world and how we can serve Him in
it. We want to impart knowledge to our students. At the same time, the Psalmist gives us all permission
to take time to sit back and say, ?Wow, God is incredible and we will never fully understand Him.?
Ironically, this gives me great comfort as an educator. As we strive to learn and teach, we are reminded
that there is always more to learn.
In this edition of the InTouch you will learn about how a graduate gained great
knowledge at GCCS and how they are still learning. You will also learn about
some of the great learning opportunities taking place in art and French.
The more important lessons to learn, however, can be whittled down to two
key lessons found in this Psalm. We are, ?Fearfully and Wonderfully Made?,
and the more we learn the more we can worship God knowing that His
wisdom is, ?too lofty for me to attain.?
Enjoy learning a bit more about GCCS in this edition of InTouch while keeping
in mind the truths found in Psalm 139.
Marvin Bierling
Principal

Grades4-8: Core French and Visual Art Programs
The Core French program at GCCS is a dynamic, active program that
offers students meaningful context, continued support, and personal
application. Throughout a week, students receive anywhere from 120 ?
160 minutes of French learning. So, you might be wondering what
makes French at GCCS so unique and successful. First, passion drives
me as a teacher to ensure that each student is challenged, feels safe and
is eager to apply themselves to the class activity. Classes are fast-paced and include listening, speaking,
reading and writing exercises. More practically, we sing French songs, learn basic to increasingly
complex ways to have dialogue and learn vocabulary through stories and the AIM program that has a
variety of catchy, grade specific plays. We also use technology to motivate and help support your child
with programs like Quizlet, Kahoot, Duo Lingo, and various websites that have French children?s stories.
Further, in grades 5-8, students do a ?Verbarama?program that ensures that they understand the syntax
of the French language. Students come to my classroom where the walls are lined with a variety of
French resources, from the theme verse of this year, ?Qu?est-ce que Dieu dit que suis-je?to the helpful
conjugation charts and conversational helping cue cards. Hearing students singing the French songs in
the hallway or greeting each other with some French brings a smile to my heart. The students are
learning and are expressing joy in their successes. Returning grade 9 students will often let me know
that they are very prepared and are confident to continue in their French language learning throughout
high school!
The art program primarily explores the elements of design (line,
colour, shape, value, form, texture and space) to create compositions
of beauty and balance with the illusion of depth and perspective. The
program is designed to be a systematic approach to learning how we
see, interpret and make sense of visual stimuli for the purpose of
celebrating and reproducing a part of God?s creation. Opportunities
for artistic exercise are what make GCCS unique. Students will
explore a variety of mediums like graphite, charcoal, ink, watercolour
paints, acrylic paints, pastels, paper layering, plasticine, block
printing, pencil crayon burnishing, marker, plaster bandages and
others throughout their time at GCCS. Students eagerly wait to enter the room where they can explore
and create. Technology is used to help students research and generate ideas for their projects, to plan
and collaborate with their peers and to source out various images to help with drawing various shapes
and forms. Instructional videos from professional artists like ?The Virtual Instructor?enable students to
get the perspective and skills from others in the field of the Visual Arts. As
students hone in on their creativity, their ?right-brain?activity, students will
either listen to Christian music or I will read to them from a class novel. This
enables your child to focus on their project without distraction from
themselves or others in the room.
It truly is a privilege to be a part of the GCCS community and to be blessed
with teaching our students.
Melinda Bronsveld
Art/French Teacher

Reflectionsof a Recent Graduate
Lauren Proper, a recent graduate of GCCS who is now in Grade 10 at J. F. Ross C.V.I. answered
some of our questions on her experiences at GCCS and the transition to high school. These are
just a few of her answers, but to read all of her responses please visit our blog on our website
After entering high school, what did you miss most about GCCS?
After leaving Guelph Community Christian School (GCCS), I entered high school at John F.
Ross C.V.I. I struggled socially for the first few months. I missed my close friends from
GCCS. Throughout the years at GCCS, I belonged to a very tight knit group of friends, and
even though we had some struggles along the way, we got through it - becoming even closer
(as cliché as it may sound). So, when we left GCCS to attend different high schools, I was intensely missing the
friendships from which I had separated.
Another thing that I really miss about GCCS is the Bible classes. While at GCCS, I didn?t value them as I do now,
but realize and appreciate that those Bible classes taught me more about God and helped my faith to grow.
Despite missing some aspects of GCCS, I am grateful for how it helped me grow in confidence in my faith, so that
I am able to share it with other people. Now, being surrounded by a lot of non-Christian people, I have the
opportunity to share my faith with those around me and even participate in the YOUTH ALPHA lead-team.
Youth Alpha is a Christian club that discusses a lot of big questions, such as ?What is the Holy Spirit??.
Do you feel GCCSprepared you academically for high school?
In most aspects, yes, GCCS prepared me for high school. In fact, in many subjects, GCCS has prepared me better
than the public schools prepared my peers. For example, in French, for the first semester of Grade 9, I was ahead
for much of the course - and likewise for Accelerated English, Accelerated Math, Family Studies and others. In all,
GCCS prepared me well for high school. A strong elementary education coupled with a strong work ethic
allowed me to exceed class averages in all my classes (including Accelerated classes) and achieve the Honour Roll
in both semesters.
How do you live out your faith in John F. Ross?Are there programs and peersto support you?
GCCS Bible classes strengthened my faith and gave me confidence in God as I transitioned to John F. Ross public
high school. I encountered many non-Christian people, and I continue to do so daily.
Throughout grade nine, I was involved in Alpha, and had many discussions about God with my peers - both
religious and not. This year, in grade ten, I have committed to be a core Alpha leader, a person that will facilitate
the session and the questions that come up. I most definitely do not have all the answers - and I know that, but I
can refer people back to the Bible, without hitting them over the head with it.
Even though my friends may not all have a relationship with God, believe in a higher being, or may firmly believe
God does not exist, they respect and support me in decisions that I make about my faith and the programs that I
attend. We talk about my faith and they ask questions, such as whether I think that they are going to hell (tough
question? ). Some of my friends now come regularly to Youth Group with me.
Overall, I feel supported in my faith by the people around me, some of which I know from GCCS, some of whom
are Christians from other walks of life, or even new converts.
What do you love most about high school?How hasGCCSprepared you for this?
The thing that I love the most at John F. Ross is the sheer number of people - I can be surrounded by people and
still be ?alone?. There are so many students in J.F. Ross that it is impossible to know everyone ?so I can be
surrounded by people and still be by myself ? if that makes sense. The other thing that I love most about high
school is all the learning opportunities - ranging from academic, social, sports, clubs etc.
GCCS has cultivated my love of learning and made it become something I need to do to thrive and feel fulfilled.
Thanks to GCCS, I am fully prepared to continue learning at an accelerated and/or academic pace, while still
achieving my course mark-related academic goals.
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Upcoming Events
November 14 - Fall General Meet ing

December 18 - Christ mas Concert

November 29 - GCCS Choir at St orm Game

January 18 - W int er Family Fun Night

If you would prefer to receive the InTouch by email instead, please let us know at office@guelphccs.ca.

